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Note: All the answers to be done on the question paper itself.                              

I.  Fill in the blanks:                                      (½x5=2½) 

1.  The computer processes according to the _____________________________ given. 

2.   Shapes tool is present in _____________________________ group. 

3.   Picture Puzzle is a _____________________________ of Windows 7. 

4.   You can change the mouse settings using _____________________________ 

5.   The _____________________________ option applies border to the entire page. 

II. Cut the wrong answer:                        (½x5=2½) 

1.   Lowercase means (capital letters/small letters) letters. 

2.   PDP-8 is an example of (Mini Computer/Super Computer). 

3.   Personal Computers (PCs) are also called (Micro Computers/Mainframe Computers). 

4.   (Mainframe Computers/super Computers) are the most powerful computers. 

5.  (ENIAC/MARK-I) is the first general purpose electronic computer. 

III.  Tick the correct answer:                                                           (1x10=10)  

1.    ______________ Supercomputer was developed in India. 

        (a) PDP-8        (b) PARAM            (c) VAX            (d) Cray 

 2.   ___________are used in shops, homes, offices and schools. 

       (a) Supercomputers           (b) Minicomputers   (c) Microcomputers     (d) Mainframe 

3.   Purble Place is a ________________. 

       (a) wallpaper             (b) screen saver   (c) game       (d) gadget 

4.    _______________ feature lets you peek into the desktop. 

       (a) Games             (b) Aero Peek     (c) Control Panel      (d) screensaver 

5.   __________________ option applies border to the selected area. 

      (a) Border              (b) Page Borders  (c) Header and Footer     (d) symbol 

6.   Header and Footer are inserted at the ______________of a document. 

      (a) top and bottom      (b) left and right  (c) centre             (d) corner 
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7.   MS Word is a part of _____________ package. 

      (a)  MS Office          (b) MS PowerPoint         (c) MS Windows     (d) Linux 

 8.   ______________ is the first automatic digital computer developed in 1944. 

      (a) MARK-I                 (b) ENIAC (c) UNIVAC-I             (d) Difference engine                       

9.    Anurag and Titan are the examples of ___________________. 

       (a) Supercomputer                     (b) Personal Computer 

       (c) Minicomputer                        (d) Mainframe Computer 

10.   Vishal deleted a file by mistake. What happens to the file? 

       (a) It gets pasted in D: drive.               (b) It gets renamed. 

       (c) It is moved to the Recycle Bin.        (d) It moves to pen drive 

IV.  Match the following commands with their icons:                                       (½x6=3) 

 1.Page border 

2.Font color 

3.Bold 

4.Insertshapes 

5.Text highlight 

6.Font size 

 

 

V.  Fill in the options to set desktop background:             (½x4=2) 

                       

STEP 1: Right-click the empty space on the desktop and click __________ option. 

STEP 2: Click the ________________ option. 

STEP 3: Select any option from Picture location. 

STEp 4: You can adjust the position of the picture using_______________ option. 

STEP 5: Click on _____________ button. 
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